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Dashes mean Valley Fold
Arrows show direction to foldArrows show direction to fold

Looping Arrow means Flip Over

Pay attention to dots

5.  Looks like this.  
Flip OVER

2. Unfold
1.Start with COLOR SIDE 
UP.  Fold a triangle.

Sold line shows existing crease

3. Fold a triangle 4. Unfold4. Unfold

6. White side up.
Fold a rectangle.

7. Unfold 8. Rotate 1/4 turn 9. Fold top edge 
down into rectangle.

11. As you push hands to-
gether, model collapses into 
a shape with four fl aps.

12. Flatten into the Square 
Base, two fl aps on each side.
Also known as Preliminary Base.

13. Make sure the 
open edges are 
towards you.

15. Looks like this.  Unfold 
all three fl aps.
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10. Hold folded edge 
at two dots, push at two dots, push at two dots, push 
downwards toward downwards toward downwards toward downwards toward downwards toward downwards toward 
center.center.center.
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Keep this triangle Keep this triangle 
point fl at as you lift point fl at as you lift point fl at as you lift 
the top layer.the top layer.

Keep this triangle 
point fl at as you lift 

16. Lift up Top Layer.
go to page 2 

		Vicky’s	Tips:	Look	ahead	to	the	next	step.		It	helps	to
		see	what	your	model	should	look	like	after	you	fold.		

17. Bring outer edges to center, make the folds on 17. Bring outer edges to center, make the folds on 17. Bring outer edges to center, make the folds on 
the “ice cream cone” creases. It helps to start with 
the bottom section fi rst, then work your way up.

14. Fold edges 1 & 2 to 
center line, top fl aps only, 
creates  “Ice Cream Cone 
shape. Then fold the top shape. Then fold the top 
corner 3 “Ice cream” down corner 3 “Ice cream” down 
over “cone.”over “cone.”

Learn to fold with Origami Workshop’s
new MINI CD instruction series.

	Vicky’s	Tips:		Put	your	paper	on	a	clean,	fl	at	surface	to	fold.	Vicky’s	Tips:		Put	your	paper	on	a	clean,	fl	at	surface	to	fold.



18. Press fl at.  FLIP over. 19. Repeat steps 14-18
on the other side.
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This shape is known This shape is known 
as the Crane Base. as the Crane Base. 

Steps 17 and 18 
is a move known is a move known 
as a Petal Fold.  as a Petal Fold.  

21. Flip over and 21. Flip over and 
repeat.

22.  Fold right fl ap 
over to the left.  It is 
like fl ipping the page 
of a book.

23. Bring bottom 
point up to the 
top and crease.

27. Fold down the tip. 28. Close the fl ap 
to the left, make 
sure the inner lay-
ers fold together.

30. Swing out the 
beak and press into 
place.

29.  Swing out the 
inside points.  
Pinch at bottom edge to 
help swivel long points 
in place.

28. Close the fl ap 
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Completed crane.
Leave fl at, or open Leave fl at, or open 
by folding both wings by folding both wings 
down then pull gently down then pull gently 
to puff open the body.to puff open the body.

20.  Fold sides (bottom edge, Fold sides (bottom edge, 
top layer only) to the center.  
Don’t let edges cross over the 
center line.center line.

25. Repeat with 25. Repeat with 
left side, start by 
folding TOP left 
fl ap over to the 
right.

26. Bring bottom 26. Bring bottom 
point up to top 
and crease.

Shortcut - Inside
Reverse Fold can 
replace steps 22-29.replace steps 22-29.

Open and fl atten long point, 
lift up and pinch into a 
mountain fold.mountain fold.

24.  Fold the fl ap 24.  Fold the fl ap 
(two layers) back 
over to right. 


